Shelter/ NFI Cluster Ukraine
Coordination Structure & Key Contacts

Western Region contacts:
Maksym Vakhovskyi - Assistant Coordination Officer

Eastern Region contacts:
Renee Wynveen - Sub-National Coordinator
Lukasz Jakielski - Shelter Cluster Sub-National Co-chair

Central Region contacts:
Sviatoslav Savchuk - Assistant Coordination Officer
Ihor Senkiv - Shelter Associate

Northern Region contacts:
Anastasiia Chornii - Assistant Coordination Officer

National Coordination Team:
John Wain - Cluster Coordinator
Kostyantyn Dmytrenko - Deputy Coordinator
Behrooz Taleb - Shelter Cluster Co-chair
Oleksandr Kalinchuk - Assistant Coordination Officer
Matthew Mawhinney - Information Management Officer
Iryna Drapp - Information Management Officer
Anastasiia Tlustiak - Interpreter Assistant
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